
FRENCHTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

DISTRICT #40 

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEETING … 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 2018 

5:30 PM 

Meet in the JH Administrative Conference Room 
AGENDA: 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER 

5:30 Attending, Randy Cline, David Weber, Bryce Simpson, Marsha Dilworth 

 

II. Bus Driver Shortage (Possible Solutions)  

 

Meeting is to prepare for next school year. We have a bus driver shortage which creates challenges for 

routes. Brainstorm ideas regarding bus driver shortage and route challenges.  Next meeting put in rank 

order.  Ideas needed for what we can and cannot do to address this situation. Need more drivers but as we 

are in a limited area we don’t know if that is possible. Maybe we could push the bonus a little more if we get 

people to apply but getting people to apply is an issue. Possibly create a sign to attach to road side bus 

advertising a bonus. Transportation doesn’t feel bonus makes as big of an impact as starting pay would.  

Hasn’t made a big impact to get applicants in. The bonus was not a deciding factor in those that we were 

hoping to apply. Challenges of the job versus pay were discussed. Spoke with other comparable school 

districts for ideas and was told that since they raised their pay that haven’t had a problem. Need to 

compensate well to get drivers to stay. Current pay scale was discussed. Can the pay stages be streamlined?  

We need to reduce the amount of kids on the bus.  Beach Transportation raised their pay but they have a 

wider pool to pull from. Raising pay was discussed. The transportation budget is a separate entity so we 

would have to levy and increase the amount levied.  The State cut our Transportation budget this year after 

the special session.  This year we lost $9009 taken right out of our transportation fund. Next year that figure 

will be $24,623 because it will be the entire year. You cannot levy extra to make up for that difference. 

Business Manager is checking to see if we can raise the levy to increase driver’s wages.  Activity Drivers are 

paide out of the general fund.  Their rate was raised this year. Discussion regarding if we raised the pay 

across the board and we still don’t get any new drivers. Discussion on how we pay teachers on the step 

scale.  Not increasing the pay across the board, increasing starting salary to attract the applicants. 

Discussion on how we can do the same for the bus drivers. Discussion on how we can get creative and turn 

part-time work into fulltime work? Can the bus drivers work other job duties in the school as well?  This is 

offered but it’s up to drivers to accept. Some of our drivers have other school jobs as well, playground aidee, 

shipping and receiving.  We are not getting a lot of applicants for fulltime work at this time. At this time our 

driver work force is mostly retired people.  Discussion regarding retention of drivers and dealing with 

discipline issues on bus. Discussion on putting aide help on the bus to handle bus issues during route.  

Discussion on steps to follow in handling discipline issues: drivers, transportation director, principals. 

Afternoons are the times when an aide would be most valued on the bus.  Discussion on having principals 

randomly on busses from time to time. Current aides on special ed busses and two route busses.  Discussion 

on how many aides would be needed. Discussion on stages of pay reduce from 10 stages to 5 or 6 stages.  

Business Manager to run numbers and have that at next meeting.  Other school districts having recruiting 

issues as well.   

 

III. Bus Route Challenges for 2018-2019  

 

Overcrowded busses. If we get more drivers we can get more routes and alleviate overcrowding.  Discussion 

on how many drivers needed for next school year. Need 16. To incorporate all the new kids we are getting 

should be 17.  We have enough bus inventory to handle the staffing needed.  Evaro route is the only bus that 



crosses district lines.  This is an exchange we do with Arlee every year. We each go into each other’s district 

to pick up kids. The Evaro route use to be 1 bus but now it is two.  Montana law states that we do not have to 

provide transportation to any student that lives within 3 miles of the District except special education 

students.  An estimate is current 150-200 students within 3 miles of school.  Discussion on double runs of 

routes. Dropping younger kids first within that 3 mile radius and returning back to get the older kids.  

Examples of current bus routes and how this would work.  Parents depend on older siblings to watch the 

younger siblings.  Discussion on bringing kids in earlier, dropping off, running additional route to pick up 

remainder. Would need to hire aides to watch until school starts, breakfast in Colt’s Corral. For the next 

meeting the transportation director will bring back a scenario as to what it would look like to run 3 routes 

twice instead of once. We have lost 11 drivers since this summer for various reasons two of which was 

because of pay. Discussion of signing bonuses and payout of such.  How do we make the work easier for the 

drivers?  One idea will not cure everything.  If we get more drivers, we would have more routes which would 

result in fewer kids on the bus and lessen discipline problems.  Discussion on compensating bus drivers who 

will be running double routes.  Discussion on how many bus drivers are doing other duties, CB and DL – 

playground aides, TT – assistant, ES - bus washer, MP – shipping and receiving.  Will address issues on bus 

at next admin meeting.  Transportation to run schedule sample times to run double routes as well as running 

route sample of dropping off Elem kids who have someone at home and keeping kids on bus for those who 

don’t and drop off with older siblings.  This will be prepared for next meeting.  Business Manager to run 

numbers to have ready for next meeting.  What is the list of families in the routes discussed that this would 

effect. If we are eliminating two routes how soon would we have to get kids there and what would be the 

difference in the drop off if we are doubling up.  What would be the scenario dropping off some kids earlier 

and come back to pick up the rest of the kids and how many families would this effect.  Our most viable 

option other than finding drivers, increasing pay and doubling up for those families within the 3 mile limit.  

Discussion on sub bus drivers needed as well as increase in pay for sub bus drivers. 

 

IV. Activity Trips  

We are down trip drivers.  Activity trips going well.  Compare driver pay versus contracting if that time 

arises. Most activity trips in order of high to low is Fall, Winter then Spring.   

 

V. Misc.  

 

None 

 

VI. Public Comment  

 

None 

 

VII. ADJOURNMENT  
 

6:43 
 


